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Student Instruction Sheet: Cell Phone Algebra 
 
Goal: Describe cell phone plans in a mathematical expression 
 
1) Go to a web browser (Internet Explorer or Netscape, etc.) 

Type in the address for one of the following cell phone companies. 
www.cingular.com 
www.verizonwireless.com 
www.t-mobile.com 
www.alltel.com 
www.sprint.com 

Record the clicks, pages, or menu selections it takes to get you to the rates page for 
personal plans. 
 
 
 
 
 
2) Open another browser window. Type in the address for another cell phone company.  
Record the clicks, pages, or menu selections it takes to get you to the rates page for 
personal plans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) For these two cell phone companies find the description of the plan and the costs for a 

package that has features closest to the following: 
Local service area 
Unlimited night and weekends 
500 regular time minutes 
Free basic phone 

 
4) As a consumer, what is your main interest in considering various packages? 
 
 
 
 
5) What is the independent variable under these circumstances? What part of your usage 

is likely to fluctuate? 
 
 
 
 
6) What is the dependent variable under these circumstances? What might change on a 

monthly basis? 
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7) Record the webpage and the features of the plan you identified in the table below. 
Provider #1 
 

 

Website address 
(look under plans) 

 

Name of Plan 
 

 

Coverage  
(goal: at least local coverage) 

Local               National               Other 
 

Regular minutes  
(goal: 500 minutes) 

 

Night and weekend 
minutes (goal: unlimited) 

 

Additional features (at no additional cost) that come with your chosen package 
 
 
 
8) Based on the plan information you selected, determine your monthly cost based on 

the changing variables. For example: Imagine you are working in the billing 
department and must determine the parts of a user’s bill if they used 300 regular 
minutes and 100 night and evening weekend minutes. You would like your table to 
work as a chart so that you can look up the individual costs to total up. 

 
Optional: If there are other significant features included in your package, please use the 
Other column. 
 
 
Provider #1 
Regular 
minutes 

$ Night & 
Weekend 
minutes 

$ Long 
distance 
minutes 

$ Other $ 

0  0  0    
100  50  50    
200  100  100    
300  150  150    
400  200  200    
500  250  250    
600  300  300    
700  350  350    
800  400  400    
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9) Record the webpage and the features of the plan you identified in the table below. 
Provider #2 
 

 

Website address 
(look under plans) 

 

Name of Plan 
 

 

Coverage  
(goal: at least local coverage) 

Local               National               Other 
 

Regular minutes  
(goal: 500 minutes) 

 

Night and weekend 
minutes (goal: unlimited) 

 

Additional features (at no additional cost) that come with your chosen package 
 
 
 
10) Based on the plan information you selected, determine your monthly cost based on 

the changing variables. You would like your table to work as a chart so that you can 
look up the individual costs to total up. 

 
Optional: If there are other significant features included in your package, please use the 
Other column. 
 
 
Provider #2 
Regular 
minutes 

$ Night & 
Weekend 
minutes 

$ Long 
distance 
minutes 

$ Other $ 

0  0  0    
100  50  50    
200  100  100    
300  150  150    
400  200  200    
500  250  250    
600  300  300    
700  350  350    
800  400  400    
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11) Looking at your specific numbers, can you create a rule that the billing department 

might use to calculate your bill?  
 
To help answer this, take a few steps to outline the relevant information: 
a) What do you know? 

 
 
 

b) What don’t you know? 
 
 
 

c) What are you looking for? 
 
 
 

d) How are these things related? Describe verbally. 
 
 
 

e) Can you translate this to a more compact formula using symbols? 
 
 
 

f) Now test your formula! Does it work? Adjust if necessary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12) Which plan is better for you and why?  
 
 


